
NORTH HAMPSHIRE AUSTIN ENTHUSIASTS’ GROUP

The 44th NIGHTJAR NAVIGATIONAL SCATTER RALLY
-  Saturday 16th November 2019

Hints and Tips

The following is provided to assist competitors in having an enjoyable, ideally successful but, above all, 
safe ‘Nightjar’ . You and all crew members are urged to read through it carefully. 
Unlike conventional Scatter Rallies and since it takes place at night, it involves following clues in the 
dark and sometimes, in the wet!! The following items are therefore considered quite essential:

� Torches for all crew members, with plenty of battery life and/or spare batteries
� In-car lighting of some kind for map reading/plotting
� Stout, waterproof footwear and clothing.
� OS Maps. Landranger Series  No. 185` (Revised 2012, reprinted 2016); No. 175 (Revised 

April 2017) (Editions mentioned were used but earlier editions may suffice)
� A romer for plotting grid references. (Outdoor shops sell them).
� Clipboard, pencils, eraser, watch, metric rule, magnetic compass, protractor
� Weather protection for map
� A pocket calculator may be found useful in some instances.

There will be 12 Controls, defined by 6-figure grid references. If you’re uncertain about plotting grid 
references, see the fly leaf of an OS map for detailed instructions. Six Controls (MC’s) will be manned 
by marshals and six (UMC’s) will be unmanned. All involve identifying the name of a bird. You are 
expected to plan your own route and self-monitor your progress carefully to ensure you return to the 
Finish within your time allowance. You may visit all 12 Controls but are required to visit only 9 and 
only the 9 LOWEST scoring ones, in any case, will be counted. 
The burden is on you to delete any Controls visited, but which you do not wish to be scored.
Note: All classes of entry may visit Unmanned Controls en route to/from any Manned Control, 
including, in the case of Class 2 & 3 entries, en route to their Priority Manned Control No 1 but please 
note that Manned Control 1  must be visited first by Class2 & 3 teams.)
Grid references are given to the nearest 0.25 i.e. 25m and remember that the 6-figure number given is 
with reference to the bottom left corner of a 100m square. (i.e. calculate ‘Eastings’ before ‘Northings’! 
– or “In the door and up the stairs”) There may be some 8 figure grid references if more accuracy is 
required.

NB.  Grid references need to be plotted accurately onto the map on the night and the opportunity 
for this to be done within the comfort of Old Basing Village Hall will be available, if preferred.. 

Unmanned Controls. (UMC A - F).
These simply involve visiting the location and finding a board with a bird’s name written on it – a 
Codeboard. The grid reference will define the location of the Codeboard to within 25m; there may, or 
may not be somewhere convenient to park nearby. If there is no obvious parking place you should aim 
to park sensibly, safely and with due care and consideration for other roads users and always in 
accordance with the Highway Code. You may have to search the area on foot to find the Codeboard, 
which may not always be visible from the car and be should be reasonably obvious. If you find the 
Codeboard endeavour not to give the location away to other searchers.  Record the bird’s name on your 
Controls Card in the appropriate box. All locations earn the same score (30) for a correct answer. 
Proceed to your next selected Manned or Unmanned Control.

Manned Controls. (MC 1 – 6)
Manned Controls are generally sited in designated car parks, picnic areas and similar. You will find 
marshals sitting in a car, identified with a warning triangle nearby; park near them. You will hand your 
Controls Card to the Marshal sitting on the LH (passenger) OUT side for your arrival time to be entered 
and will be given a Task/Clue Sheet providing clues leading you to the discovery of a bird’s name 
usually, but not necessarily, on a Codeboard placed within 25 m of your final position. This generally 
involves solving a sometimes cryptic navigational puzzle involving a foray into the nearby countryside 
on foot. Some of the suggested navigational equipment that you have bought with you may be required 
here. The Marshal on the LH (Passenger) OUT side will record the time you start the task and the 
Marshal on the RH (Driver’s) RETURN side will record the time you return with your answer, written 



on the Task/Clue Sheet.
 
Scoring at these Controls: Points (20) are awarded for initially arriving at the Control; correctly 
identifying the Name of the Bird  (points vary); and also Bonus points for completing the task and 
finding the Bird’s Name in less than the allotted 20 minutes. 
You will see on the Controls Card, on the night, that some Controls attract higher scores than others for 
getting the right answer. Higher scores are generally associated with the more challenging or difficult 
tasks. 

Additionally, do be aware that decoy Codeboards may be used at some Manned Controls.  They will 
always be at least 25m distant from the intended, valid Bird’s Name but may be placed so as to confuse 
you!  Read and follow the instructions carefully. At no time will you be expected to enter private 
property, if you do then perhaps you have misinterpreted the instructions!

Instructions at Manned Controls could be given in a variety of ways and competitors would find it 
helpful to be familiar with the symbols and terminology as used on OS maps - see flyleaf of these. 

Compass bearings might be used for example, requiring you to walk 175 metres due west  (270 
degrees). N.B.. North = 0 degs, East = 90 degs, South = 180degs etc.
 

 A working knowledge of Roman numerals may prove handy!

The most important thing to practice before the event is walking with a measured stride (i.e. one 
metre) so as to be able to estimate distance covered on foot reasonably accurately. 

N.B. If it has been very wet and the ground is waterlogged consider wearing Wellington boots.
� Several locations are forested with exposed tree roots, possibly covered with leaves, which are 

slippery when conditions are wet. Take care not to trip over them! No broken ankles please!
� Don’t run out of time; there are heavy penalties for arriving at the finish after your Target time.
� Arrive over 15 minutes later than your Target time and you will be excluded from the results.
� At MC 5  a Soup Kitchen will be sited, offering  a cup of warming broth!
� Upon finding a Codeboard  please keep the information to yourselves and hot let other 

searchers know.
� A clock displaying rally time will be available at signing on, check your watch agrees with it.
� Tea, coffee and food, if pre-ordered, are available afterwards of course, but some Nightjar 

regulars opt to bring along their own rations for consumption in the hall, afterwards. 
� Any or none of the suggested navigational equipment may be needed at the Manned Controls  

– don’t leave it all in the car! Keep your map with you at all times when on foot. It might be 
needed!

� It’s suggested that you bring this sheet with you on the night – and let all the crew read it 
carefully.

� Please bring a change of footwear for use in the hall after the event. Some of the locations 
used are likely to be muddy and many are also be popular with dog-walkers so there is a high 
risk of introducing unwelcome deposits into your vehicle and/or the Village Hall on your 
return. We’re anxious to avoid this likelihood, if at all possible. Many thanks!

� Finally, brush up a little on your basic ornithology in advance. Not all bird names be may be 
common ones!

 NHAEG/ATDC hope you will enjoy the event and that we shall see you again next year. Good
luck!

Make a note in your diary now for Saturday 21st  November 2020


